
Press Release – “The Particle feat. Luda Meshkova”
The 2022 release by Australian indie-folk Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards:

How might an alien civilisation act and think, is one of the themes of Brisbane Singer-songwriter Alex Edwards's 
sophomore publication “Fealty Fjords.” Perhaps the more interesting question, however, is: By what means would an extra-
terrestrial society communicate? Enter “The Particle feat Luda Meshkova” - four minutes and twelve seconds of heart-
pounding, acoustic brainstorming/wonderment featuring the operatic vocals of Luda from Moscow folk-metal band 
“Felidae.” The spoiler, of course, is in the song's title – the answer for Alex Edwards lies in particle physics; for the mastery 
of the smallest elements of reality seems required to radio across interstellar distances. Of course, the subject matter is 
an intrepid undertaking for Alex Edwards, who suffers from Schizophrenia – indeed, these are trigger topics for people who
are wont to become tantalised by the unreal – but it is a clever balance that the hardened songsmith cites in “The Particle 
feat. Luda Meshkova” - it's as if the singer manages here to even-handedly explore the pathos of contact, while also 
keeping one foot on the ground, by perhaps keeping the locus of attention upon the inner mentality of the space society 
aspirant... rather than something more unhinged and dissonant with the relatable. All in all, this tune is a musician's respite 
– dark and compounding chord progressions really do remind us that Alex Edwards' reputation as a songwriter and a 
melody-maker (he wrote the lyrics, melody and accompaniment – bass and drums were composed by Nathan Woodrow, 
Alex Edwards' time-tested producer)... that he does not have to always be in front of the microphone to elicit a contour of 
feeling that harks the emo genre and bends it more towards the indie spheres (as he experts in doing). Surely, “The Particle
feat. Luda Meshkova” is a veritable Aricebo signal's worth of alternative, acoustic rock. 
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